The 10 Biggest Holes in
Your Indemnity Bucket
Is Your TPA Wrecking Your
Loss Results?

Your TPA can have quite an effect, for
better or for worse, on your loss results.
Your TPA’s decisions as to personnel,
workloads and claims Best Practices will
make or break the loss ratio. And if you
wait for the loss ratio to tell you that your
TPA has a problem, it may already be
too late to fix it.

Is there a hole in your indemnity
bucket? This report describes the 10
most common leaks and what can be
done about them. The continuity of programs is critical to the success of an
MGA. Hopefully, this white paper will
assist you in controlling your loss results
so your programs live long and prosperous lives.
1. POOR CONTROL (or No
Control) OF ADJUSTER
WORKLOADS:

Often, this is the leak that springs all the
rest of the leaks. When adjuster loads
exceed best practices - worse, when
they exceed any basis in rationality - the
adjuster no longer has control of his or
her voice mail, let alone his or her files.
Policies and procedures are abandoned
to a frantic effort to cope, to deal with the
squeakiest wheel or the nastiest plaintiff

attorney. Investigation, thorough review
and application of standard procedure
go out the window. Mistakes are made,
coverages confirmed where there is no
coverage, coverage wrongly denied, liability misassigned - the list goes on.
Adjuster overload is not just a big hole in
the bucket, the entire bottom of the
bucket is missing.

Estimates of fraud and abuse vary by
line of business. But if your TPA is not
referring even 1% to SIU and on to
the DOI fraud unit, you know that
folks are asleep at the wheel and
word is getting around that your
program is “easy.” When that
happens, fraud and abuse skyrocket
and 20% or more your indemnity can
be supporting the criminal element.
Some estimates are that one-third of
all claims have some element of
fraud. This is a hole that can rapidly
increase in size.

Those employing TPAs must know
adjuster loads (pending and newly
received) at intervals no greater than
monthly (weekly is better). And the new
claims per adjuster reported better
reconcile to total new received during
the period. Pendings must reconcile to
total open claims or features.

If you are going to address only one
leak, this one (the missing bottom of the
bucket) is the one.

2. FAILURE TO
DETECT AND
CONTROL
FRAUD AND
ABUSE:

Does your TPA even
look for fraud, and is
there any effective
process for dealing
with possible fraud?

To see if you are afflicted, ask the following:

a. What is the percentage of claims that
are referred to SIU?
b. Who handles the SIU investigations
(and is this a front line rep with a
pending or specialized personnel)?
c. Show me the fraud indicators checklist you are using to detect possible
fraud.
d. What does the SIU do with files
investigated? Let’s see some of the

investigation reports, some examinations under oath, etc.

3. LEAVING SUBROGATION
RECOVERY WITH FRONT
LINE REPS:

If your TPA leaves subrogation in the
hands of the front line reps, perhaps the
company has a poor opinion of your
insureds. For surely they will collect only

a fraction of what can be collected in any
program with a normal mix of insureds
and liability.

Subrogation primarily requires one thing
- persistence, dogged persistence. This
only occurs when subro is handled in a
dedicated unit. Front line reps have new
claims every day, they have voice mail
and PI attorneys. They send a letter and
then...put the file on the bottom of the
stack. To plug this hole, demand a dedicated subro unit whose personnel do
nothing but recover. If the TPA does not

have the resources to comply, demand
that all subrogation be outsourced
(many companies including DMA will
handle outsourced subrogation for
between 20% and 30% of recovery).
4. NO ONE MINDING THE
STORE (No or Inadequate
Metrics Used):

If claims performance is being managed
based on loss runs at the end of a month
or quarter, the water has left the bucket
long ago, is in a standing puddle, and is
already seeping into the ground. If there
is an absence of data that measures
performance at a claims rep level, there
is little one can do to immediately
improve a bad situation since one does
not know who is causing it. Ask to see
what metrics are being used to manage
your program. Once you get these (or
establish them newly in the event there
have been none) ask for the numbers
weekly. Once you are receiving these
weekly, ask what is being done about a
particularly poor number you happen to

notice. Get the TPA managing the
program
weekly,
using
actual
performance metrics. If you need advice
as to what metrics to collect on
your program, give us a call at the
number below.

for is an award from the Las Vegas
Chamber of Commerce (since the leakage you are paying out will finance many

5. MATERIAL
DAMAGE LEAKAGE:

For programs with any significant
Material Damage exposure, the
next biggest leak is the failure to
desk review 100% of the
appraisals (and estimates if your
program pays minor damages
without appraisal). The absence
of a strong and consistent review
process is treated as an
invitation to inflate estimates. This is true
in DRPs, independent shops, throughout
the industry. If you aren't desk reviewing
every appraisal, the best you can hope

shop owner vacations to that location).
Make your TPA desk review 100% of
appraisals before front line adjusters are
allowed to accept them. If your TPA does
not have the resources to do
it, make them outsource the
function (DMA provides desk
reviews nationwide as a
stand-alone service).
6. NO CLAIMS DATA
OR ANALYSIS TO
SUPPORT
UNDERWRITING:

A good claims system can be
used to provide reports that
identify trends, such as high
value vehicle impact on
Average Paid Loss or poor
performance by an agent.

8. FAILURE TO
CONTROL BI
CLAIMS:

Claims data can be used to fine tune
underwriting rules, pricing or distribution
channels. A successful program that
lasts is a team activity involving both the
TPA and underwriting. When the claims
side is silent, major holes in the bucket
can go unnoticed and unhandled. It's
one of the ways programs die young.

7. CYCLE TIMES NOT
MEASURED OR TOO LONG:

The longer the cycle time the greater the
LAE. Indemnity often increases
proportionate to the length of time the
claim stays open. Cycle times on a high
percentage of routine low exposure
claims should be under 15 days.

Ask for the numbers. If the TPA is not
even measuring it, prepare for the worst.
They are either just plain inefficient or
badly overloaded or they have selected
your program as the means to make
their own revenue targets for the year.

BI claims require
control
by
the
adjuster. One cannot
let the plaintiff attorney or claimant control the pace of the
claim or they will drag
it out forever and cost
you
a
fortune.
Review and control of
treatment and specials is vital, whether
by IMRs or the various software
solutions designed for this purpose.
Overloaded adjusters cannot control the
pace of these claims.
Check the

c. Poor control of attorneys: All litigation
should be addressed with a defense
plan created by the attorney and a
budget. This must be converted to a
calendar, and the TPA must run that
calendar tightly.

10. TOTAL LOSSES:

resumes and the loads of your BI Claims
Reps. Experienced people with reasonable loads will prevent this hole from
developing.

9. THE LEGAL COST ABYSS:

Legal expense can wreck a program.
The three things to look for are:
a. A litigation avoidance program that
settles what should be settled.
Control by the TPA is vital as it is not
always in an attorney’s economic
interest to avoid litigation.

b. Negotiated rates with a panel of
attorneys. In the absence of such
rates, you will go to the cleaners and
stay there.

In all auto programs, total losses
contain enormous potential for leakage.
Among them:
a. Excessive advance charges due to
slow handling.
b. Excessive car rental days due to slow
settlement.
c. Salvage recovery lost due to failure
to obtain DMV documents.
d. Total Loss valuations too high.
e. Prematurely totaled vehicles.
f. Failure to manage salvage inventory
resulting is lessened or lost recovery.

If your TPA leaves total losses in the
hands of front line claims reps and does
not have a dedicated total loss unit, it is
near certain that significant leakage is
occurring. Two or three extra days to
move the salvage costs $150 or more in
advance charges. Delays in settlement
cost $25 per day or more in car rental.
Front line reps don’t move as fast as
dedicated units and will cost you money.
Find out how your TPA is valuing total
losses - we have seen claims departments value them based on asking
prices in local papers and pay on average $500 more than actual value.

If your TPA does not have a dedicated
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unit and does not have the resources to
create one, demand that the total losses
be outsourced. Total Loss Express
(DMA's total loss service) will handle
total losses from moving of salvage
through to settlement and on to obtaining DMV docs allowing sale of salvage
and recovery. The fee per total loss is
usually less than is being wasted on
excess advance charges and rental
days now.

A watertight bucket (no
leakage) is a thing of
beauty, a joy forever and
can prevent the premature
death of a program. A
thorough review of your
TPA's claims performance
can have a very beneficial
effect. Demand that your
TPA plug any leaks found
and ensure contentment
(i.e. profits) for your
carrier(s) and robust health
for your programs.

And if your TPA can't do it, call DMA.
Indemnity-focused claims administration
is what we do. We use a wide array of
sensible metrics to generate the best
loss results a program can produce.
Give us a call. We'd love to hear about
your program.

DMA Claims Services
2705 Media Center Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90065

(800) 649-7602
(323) 342-6800
www.dmaclaims.com

